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Your Sessions

Session For: 3164 - 1769
Your Selected Gestalt Category was: Energy 

 this is incorrect

 Start Time Session: 07/Feb/2019 18:47 hrs

 End Time Session: 07/Feb/2019 20:01 hrs

Session Summary:
brown ground, metal sheet, intense feeling, stress, urgency, people are pushed away, integrity, proud, defeated,
hideous, gnarling, grunting, beast, intimidation, guarding, macho, bully, standing its ground, dark tree trunk, violence,
hostile, uncomfortable, hesitant, anxious, fear, knocked down, crying, deportation, sad, anger, weapons, hatred, evil,
roaring, monster, red eyes, chasing, chainsaw, sawtooth, mud, soft ground and walls, vicious, screaming, bodies pulled
on and deformed, tears, coughing, raging, sadness, menacing, dangerous, fleeing, something fell and got damaged,
structures fell, distress
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Feedback For: 3164 - 1769
Two French Bulldogs Swimming in Life Jackets
Your Target Gestalt Category was: Lifeform

 Date of the Target Photograph: 11/Aug/2017

Image Source Credits: Own work: W. Carter released under CC-Zero Licence.

Two French bulldogs swimming in life jackets in the water at Sandvik beach by Brofjorden, Lysekil Municipality,
Sweden. These two dogs were very happily swimming and cooling off in the water on a hot summer's day. Because of
this breed's constitution, they can't really hold their head high over the surface and this may result in inhaling water and
drowning. Responsable owners put life vests on their French bulldogs to help them get the right buoyancy.

Location Map  (https://tinyurl.com/yd47skg9)

Word Matching Feature





https://tinyurl.com/yd47skg9
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brown ground metal sheet intense feeling stress urgency people are pushed away integrity proud defeated
hideous gnarling grunting beast intimidation guarding macho bully standing its ground dark tree trunk violence
hostile uncomfortable hesitant anxious fear knocked down crying deportation sad anger weapons hatred evil
roaring monster red eyes chasing chainsaw sawtooth mud soft ground and walls vicious screaming bodies pulled
on and deformed tears coughing raging sadness menacing dangerous fleeing something fell and got damaged
structures fell distress

 Number of words and synomyms matching the target: 1

This feature uses part of Wordnet: Princeton University "About WordNet." WordNet. Princeton University. 2010.
(https://wordnet.princeton.edu)

After Notes:

Enter or Update Your Notes:(Updating your After Notes will overwrite the old notes! If you want to add
to your notes, copy your notes into the field and add to them!)

Your Notes

Submit

https://wordnet.princeton.edu/

